Apes: Tracking Buoy Data
Background:
A buoy is a floating device that can have many purposes. It can be anchored (stationary) or allowed to drift with the sea wave. There
are many types of buoys that are placed in waterways around the world. Weather buoys are equipped to measure weather
parameters such as air temperature, barometric pressure, wind speed and direction and to report these data via satellite radio links
such as the purpose-built Argos System or commercial satellite phone networks to meteorological centers for use in forecasting and
climate study. Weather buoys may be anchored (moored buoys) or allowed to drift (drifting buoys) in the open ocean currents. Their
position is calculated by the satellite. Wave buoys are used to measure the movement of the water surface as a wave train. The
wave train is analyzed to determine statistics like the significant wave height and period, and wave direction.
Directions:
1) Go to http://www.ndbc.noaa.gov/
2) Pick a yellow buoy dot in the Pacific Ocean.
3) Fill out the data table below with the information provided by the buoy. Click
on view details to see the information of the buoy. See example to the right ----------- Make sure to include UNITS of the data.
4) Perform this activity once a week, preferably on the same day.
5) Pick another yellow buoy location on the Atlantic Ocean. Repeat steps #3 and
#4.
6) Continue this data collection for 8 weeks.
Pacific Ocean Buoy
Name of Station: ____________________
Location of Buoy (State/Ocean, Latitude, and Longitude): ______________________________
Date and Wind
Atmospheric
Air Temperature Humidity
Sea Temp
Time
Direction and Pressure
at 0/1 m
Speed
(Surface
Level)

Atlantic Ocean Buoy
Name of Station: ____________________
Location of Buoy (State/Ocean, Latitude, and Longitude): ______________________________
Date and Wind
Atmospheric
Air Temperature Humidity
Sea Temp
Time
Direction and Pressure
at 0/1 m
Speed
(Surface
Level)

Conductivity at
0/1 m (Surface
Level)

Salinity
at 0/1
m
(Surface
Level)

Conductivity at
0/1 m (Surface
Level)

Salinity
at 0/1
m
(Surface
Level)

Graph: After collecting data for eight weeks, make a graph comparing the sea surface temperature of the Pacific and Atlantic buoys.
You determine the axes and the type of graph.

Graph: After collecting data for eight weeks, make a graph comparing the air temperature of the Pacific and Atlantic buoys. You
determine the axes and the type of graph.

Analysis and Questions: Answer the questions below using complete sentences.
1) What are these buoys measuring?

2) Are there surface water temperature differences between buoy locations (Pacific vs. Atlantic)?

3) Are there air temperature differences between buoy locations (Pacific vs. Atlantic)?

4) What is the general trend in the data over the 8 weeks in
-surface water temperature?

-humidity?

-salinity?

5) Is there a positive or negative correlation between the surface water temperature and the air temperature in the Pacific Ocean?
Explain using evidence.

